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Abstract- In automotive industry even original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) are out sourcing their product to small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs). In spite of small profit margin OEMs are providing excellent product quality but their growth 
are limited. They cannot afford large investment to purchase new equipment and recent software licenses. Through this study 
we suggest implementing automation in forging equipment which is completely mechanical machinery and work study 
which can leads to change in layout for better utilization of manpower, machinery and reduction in cycle time, resulting 
increase in production volume and productivity improvement. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Mankind has been attracted to term 
PRODUCTIVITY. Whatever we do, no matter how 
better we do, we always want improvement. This is a 
stimulus that keeps the organization dynamic and the 
world, better place to live. As this paper is based on 
exiting manufacturing plant, there is limited scope of 
alteration. Throughout this paper we would be 
concentrating on work study, method study, where we 
would examine exiting methodology and look for any 
improved technique or layout. Work study is the most 
penetrating tool of investigation, available to 
management to raise the productivity of the plant 
which normally involves little or no capital 
expenditure on facilities and equipment.   
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

A.  Work Study   
Work study is the systematic examination of the 
methods of carrying on activities so as to improve the 
effective use of resources and to set up standards of 
performance for the activities being carried out. It can 
be broadly divided in following   

1) Method study / Motion study.  
2) Work measurement / Time study.  

Method Study is systematic recording and critical 
examination of way of doing things in order to make 
an improvement. 

2 Work measurement is application of technique to 
measure and establish the time required to complete 
the job by a qualified worker at a definite rate of 
working. 

 
In motion study, we ensure there is optimum 
utilization of limb, without causing much fatigue to  
the operators. For ease of measurement we break up 
the operation in to elements through careful 
observation. We follow continuous method for time 
measurement. It allows the stop watch to run through 

entire duration of study, with time is read at breaking 
point of each element.  

  
B.  Gang process chart   

It is adaption to man machine chart to determine the 
most economical number of machine to be operated 
by one operator sometimes case is just reversed. It 
shows the exact relationship between the idle and 
operating time per cycle of a machine and operator. 
This chart shows the possibilities for improvement by 
reducing both idle man time and idle machine time.  
 

C.  Automation  
Automation has played vital role in productivity 
improvement in manufacturing sector. It involves 
hydraulics, sensors, process control system. We have 
limited scope of application of hydraulics as it has to 
be applied in existing workstation.   
We will be installing a three stage hydraulic arm to 
grab the rod while forging.   
 
III. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION  
 
There is more than required manpower at various 
workstations. Die used in forging are not placed 
efficiently. In final stroke forging machine vibrate 
vigorously. There are many areas where material 
flows are constrained. Apart of it there is also need to 
maintain discipline as supervisors are indifferent for 
submission of used gloves, fan are on even in lunch 
break. For lightening there was too much dependency 
on electricity.  
 
IV. PROBLEM SOLVING  

 
A.  Figures and Tables  

Here we are studying forging operation on 
3”horizontal upsetter. It is self-sufficient cell with five 
men. There is opportunity to increase the productivity 
of this cell by decrease the manpower required to 
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perform the job, changing machine layout and 
introducing automation, thereby decreasing cycle time 
and improving production volume rate.   
 

 
 

 
 

A. Role of the individual  
1.  To place the bar on bar heater entrance  
2.  Place the heated bar from heater to upsetter  

Positioned the heated rod before requisite die, 
pressing the liver for forging and then place it within   
     3.  Sand box. 
     4.  Supporting the heated rod via wire in order to 
forge the rod before pressing tool and spaying water 
on heated die.  
    5.  Place the forged rod form sand box to outgoing 
storage area.  

  
B. Calculation of cycle time and analyzing of 

operational timeline for each labor.-  
  
1.  Instead of looking for incoming and outgoing 

rod for considerable unit of time, we focused on the 
each worker.  

2.  We note down the time for its work initiation 
and stoppage remaining is said to be free time.  

3.  We look for its five continuous work initiation 
and stoppage, it automatically give the period of 
leisure.  

4.  But we have to make some correction, many of 
operation like that of 1,2,3&5 is to and fro work, 
means in order to do work they has to return to their 
station which was accounted initially in free time. 
Thus half of the time, that they take to cover those 
distance with load get deduced from leisure time.   
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V.  PROPOSAL   
 
A.  We see major reason for idle man and machine is 
due to bar heater. It consists of three lines, which heat 
the rodin its row independently. Heating time for 
given rod is 77.2 seconds which cannot be minimized. 
We here propose five lines instead of three, it would 
bring the effective heating time down to 13.45. 
 

 
 

B.  Worker 4 is just following worker 3. Here we 
have opportunity of introducing hydraulic arm which 
will perform the same task as worker 4 i.e. to grab and 
leave the rod while forging. 

 
 

 
 

Fig3: present layout of forging section 
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C.  Given is the overall machine layout for the 
factory. For easier material handling, we move the 
entire York section, to pave a way for material 
handling vehicle (MHV).   

 

 
Fig4: proposed layout of forging section 

 

CONCLUSION  
 
Thus we would be able to improve the productivity of 
our workstation by decreasing the cycle time from 
25.73 sec to 14 sec, decreasing the worker from 5 to 4 
and if hydraulic arm is employed as suggested it can 
even come down to 3. Apart of it we are able to 
improve material handling process by separating the 
forging section from machining.  
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